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This encyclopedia provides indication of availability of different
philosophical concepts in six philosophical reference sources like
Dictionary of Philosophy (edited by Dagobert D. Runes in 1942),
Internet Encyclopedia of Philosophy, Stanford Encyclopedia of
Philosophy, Dictionary of the Philosophy of Mind, The Ism Book,
The Catholic Encyclopedia (1913), A Dictionary of Philosophical
Terms and Names. The sources are indicated as above:

R= Dictionary of Philosophy
I=Internet Encyclopedia of Philosophy

S=Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy
M= Dictionary of the Philosophy of Mind
B= The Ism Book
C=Catholic Encyclopedia
N= The Dictionary of Philosophical Terms and Names.
Kind of Information

In this encyclopedia information is provided in tabular form.
Availability of philosophical terms in six above mentioned sources
are presented in the following manner:

“X” sign indicates the availability of entries in the seven
philosophical sources on a particular topic. These signs under each
topic are hyperlinked with entries from related sources. Suppose on
the philosophical topic “Pantheism” (the above screen shot) this
encyclopedia provides entries from five reference sources these are
Dictionary of Philosophy, Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, The
Ism Book, Catholic Encyclopedia, The Dictionary of Philosophical
Terms and Names.

Special Features

 This is a special kind of encyclopedia where users can
compare topics in the most important Encyclopedias and
Dictionaries of Philosophy on the Internet.
 This is a dynamic resource which will be updated to keep up
with changes in the targeted sites. There is also room to add
new sites. For this purpose one can make a contact with
Andrew Chrucky through email.

Arrangement Pattern
To find a word, one has to click on a letter in the upper window of the
home page. Data will then appear in this window. Entries are in the
left column; sources in the other columns. If a source has an entry, it
is marked with a linked "X".
Remarks

This encyclopedia is helpful for those users who need philosophical
resources from encyclopedias, dictionaries. On a particular topic one
can find dictionary and encyclopedic information at a time.
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